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1. INTRODUCTION 
Ordinary differential equations with nonlinear boundary conditions not 
necessarily containing a linear part have been considered, using various methods, 
by Stampacchia [24-261, A vramescu [l], Krasnosel’skii and Lifshitz [15], 
Bebernes and Wilhelmsen [2-4], Erbe [8], Waltman [27], Jackson and Klaasen 
[14], Mazzone [20], Godkov and Lapin [10-l 11, Bernfeld and Lakshmikantham 
[5], Muldowney and Willett [21], and others (see [6, 7j for more references). 
We use here coincidence degree [l&-18] to prove a rather general continuation 
theorem (Theorem 2.1) for vector ordinary differential equations of arbitrary 
order with nonlinear boundary conditions, and we specialize it for two-point 
boundary value problems in Corollary 2.1. One of the characteristics of those 
results, which have been announced in [I91 lies in the fact that boundary value 
conditions without linear terms as well as problems leading to a coincidence 
degree greater than one in absolute value can be effectively treated. This is 
exemplified by Theorem 5.2 at the end of the paper. 
Among the various possible applications we first give an existence result 
for first-order vector equations (Theorem 3.1) using the concept of bound set 
(Definitions 3.1 and 3.2) for getting the needed a priori bounds. As shown 
elsewhere [9], bound sets generalize and unify many known geometrical condi- 
tions, like guiding functions and the use of convex sets. We then consider 
second-order vector differential equations for which the a priori bounds are 
obtained from the existence of curvature bound sets (Definitions 4.1 and 4.2). 
We give an existence result (Theorem 4.1) from which an extension of Hartman’s 
theorem [12, 131 to some classes of nonlinear boundary conditions follows 
easily (Corollary 4.1). 
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Coming lastly to scalar second-order equations we use Corollary 2.1 to give 
a new proof of a result of Erbe [g] f t  a er h aving defined the concept of Nagumo 
set (Definition 5.1), a geometrical extension of the Nagumo condition [ 131. For 
more details on the Nagumo set and its relation with various types of generalized 
Nagumo conditions, consult [9]. 
2. A GENERAL CONTINUATION THEOREM FOR 
NONLINEAR BOLIDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
Let a < b be reals, 1z >, 1, m >, 1, j > 1 be integers and let Cj([a, b], Rn) 
denote the Banach space of mappings x: [a, b] + R" which are continuous 
together with their first j derivatives x w = &/dP (k = I,..., j), the norm 
being defined by 
/I x Ilj = i [ max / x(“)(t)l] 
ICC0 =Ea,bl 
(i . / is the Euclidian norm in R”). Let 
f:  [n, b] x An x ... x RR -+ R”, (t, yl,..., y”) wf(t, yl,..., y”), 
A,: [a, b] + 8(Rn, R”) (k = 0, l)..., m - l), 
and 
y: C-l([a, 61, Rn) + Rm”, 32 I-+ y(x) 
be continuous mappings, with y  takiig bounded sets into bounded sets, and 
let us consider the nonlinear boundary value problem (in short BVP) 
‘Tyt) -+ f  A,-,(t) a+-(t) = f(t, x(t), x’(t),..., x+yt)j, i E [a, b]. (2:lj 
X=1 
y(x) = 0. (2.2j 
I f  we define 
X = C’--l([u, b], Rn), 
Z = C”([a, b], Rn) x Rm”, 
domL = (x E X: x is of class Pit, 
L: domL C X ---f z, x ---t 
( 
x(m) + 5 A&.(.) x(“-k), 0) 
h-=1 
iv: x -+ z, x H (f(-, x(-) ,.“, x(-l)(-)), y(x)>, 
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it is clear that the BVP (2-l)-(2.2) is equivalent to the operator equation in X 
La = Ah (2.3) 
and it follows easily from the assumptions and standard arguments that -Ri’ is 
continuous and takes bourzded sets into bounded sets. 
LEMMA 2.1. L is a Fredkolm mapping of index zero with compnct right inverse. 
Proof. By the basic theory of linear differential equations [13], kerL is a 
vector space of dimension mn. Now the linear equation 
Lx = .z (2.4) 
with z = (y, o), y  E CO([a, b], R”), v  E R”” is equivalent to 
x(“‘)(t) + i Aw&“(t) x(-yt) = y(t), 
k=l 
0 = v, 
(2.5) 
and hence has a solution if and only if v  = 0, in which case the solution x of 
(2.4) such that 
is given by 
x(a) = X’(a) = a** = xfT”-l)(a) = 0 
x(t) = j-” U(t; s) y(s) ds 
a 
(2.6) 
where tr(t; s) is the Cauchy matrix associated with the homogeneous equation 
corresponding to (2.9, i.e., the solution to the matrix equation 
Y’“‘(t) + 5 A,,-,(t) Y(=-(t) = Cl 
I;=1 
such that 
Y(s) = y’(s) = . . . = ycm-ys) = 0, Y-l)(s) = I, 
with I the identity (n x n)-matrix [13]. Thus ImL is clearly a closed vector 
subspace of Z of codimension mym and hence L has index zero. Now let us define 
the operator P: X+ X by 
(Px)(t) = &t; a, x(a),..., x(p+1)(a)), t E iI% bl 
where ((t; a, x(a),..., .~(~~+~)(a)) is the unique solution to (2.5) with 3’ = 0 such 
that 
C(a) = x(a), c’(a) = x’(a),..., [(““-l)(u) = dnz-l)(u). 
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Using the basic properties of linear differential equations, one verifies easily 
that P is a projection in X, i.e., is linear, bounded, and idempotent, and that 
kerL = Imp. 
On the other hand the operator 0: 2 -+ Z defined by 
@4(t) = @(Y, fw> = a4 
is also a projector such that 
kerQ =((Y,v)EZ:V =0} =ImL. 
Then, if z = (y, v) E Z, (I - Q) x = (y, 0) E ImL and formula (2.6) clearly 
denotes the unique solution x to 
such that Px = 0. Then the (linear) mapping 
K P.6: z--+x 
z -+ 
F 
- U(-; s)[(I - @z](s) ds 
-a 
is a right inverse to L and its compactness follows from the known fact [13] 
that U, aL’/&,..., iPlJjaP are continuous in (t, S) and from the Arzela-Ascoli 
theorem. The proof is now complete. 
It follows now from the assumptions upon f  and y  that N is continuous and 
takes bounded sets into bounded sets which, together with Lemma 2.1, implies 
that N is L-compact on bounded sets of X [lS]. 
We can now use coincidence degree theory [l&18] to prove a general con- 
tinuation theorem for the BVP (2.1)-(2.2). 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume that the following assumptioxs hold for (2.1)-(2.2). 
(i) There em& a72 open bounded set Q C X such that, Joy each X ~10, I[ 
and each possible solution x to tke BVP 
x(“)(t) + fj A,-,(t) .-yt) = Af(t, r(t),..., x(*-l)(t)), t E [a, b]? (2.7) 
,$=I 
Y(X) = 0, (2.8) 
one has N $ LX?. 
(ii) Each possible solution (do , a, ,..., a,-,) of the equation 
~(8.; a; a,, al ,---, am-d) = 0, 
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where .$ is the solutiorl to (2.5) withy = 0 such that 
is such that 
HQ) = a0 , F(u) = a, ).‘.) p-l)(u) = a,-, , 
f(.; a; u, , a, ,..., a,-,) $6 x2. 
(iii) The Brouwer degree d[y, ai, 0] + 0, where jk Rmn -+ R”n is defined by 
r(% > a, p--*9 a,,-1) = Y(6C.i a; a, Y a,,..*, %-1)) 
and 
fi = ((a0 , a, ,-.., a,-,) E Rnzn: Q*; a; a, , a, ,..., a,-,> E Sz}. 
Then the BVP (2.1)-(2.2) has at least one solution x ~a. 
Proof. By the above discussion, (2.1)-(2.2) is equivalent to (2.3) where, by 
Lemma 2.1, L and N satisfy the regularity assumptions required by coincidence 
degree theory. Our assertion is then a direct consequence of the continuation 
theorem of coincidence degree theory if we use the isomorphism J: Im Q + kerZ 
defined by 
(Ju)(t) = &t; a; 7P, 29 ,.‘.) El’“-l), t E [a, bl 
where no = (err ,..., vJ, zil = (~1,;~ ,..., Q~) ,..., z)“-l = (v(,-r),+r ,..., v,,), and 
choose in kerL the natural basis. 
Let us now assume that A, = 0 (K = O,..., m - 1) in (2.1) and let 
g:R” x . . . x Rn e+ R”n, 
(U’,‘.., Is’“) I-+ g(d)...) u”) 
be a continuous mapping. Then if we define y: Cm-l([a, b], R”) -+ Rmn by 
&) = g(x(u), x(b) ,..., ~(~‘-~)(a), x(“-l)(b)) 
we clearly obtain a continuous mapping and in this special case, (2.1)-(2.2) 
reduces to the two-point nonlinear BVP 
i&y) =f(t, x(t),..., XC=+l)(t)), t E [a, bl, 
g(x(a), x(b),..., ~(“-~)(a), x(m-l)(b)) = 0 
(2-9) 
(2.10) 
for which Theorem 2.1 takes the following form. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Assume that the following assumptions hold for (2.9)-(2.10). 
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(i) There exists an open bounded set Sz C X such that for each h E 10, I[ a& 
each possible solutiorz x to the BVP 
X(““(t) = Af(t, x(t) ,...) x(“‘-Iytj), t E: [a, bl 
g@(a), x(b),..., x(‘“-l)(aj, xc+l)(bj) = 0, 
one has x $82. 
(ii) Each possibZe solution (a0 , a, ,..., a,-,) of 
g(S(a), e(b),..., &(“l-l)(a), (cm-l)(b)) = 0 
with 
S(t) = f(t; a; a0 ,..., a,-,) 
= a0 + (t - 4 a, + 
@ - 4’ a2 + . . . + 
2! 
‘; --yj;y am, 
m . 
is such that 5 $ S2. 
(iii) Tlze Brouwer degree d[g’, a, 0] f  0 where 2: RJnn -+ Rmn is de$ned by 
i(aoI al ,..., a ,-1j = g(E(a), t(b),..., t(*lvr)(a), ,+l)(b)) 
and 
0 = ((a0 ,..., a,-,): 5 E l2). 
Then the BVP (2.9)-(2.10) has at least one sol&m x ~a-. 
The problem is now to find conditions on f and g ensuring that the assump- 
tions (i) to (iii) of Corollary 2.1 are satisfied. This will be done for various 
situations in the next sections. 
3. THE CASE OF A FIRST-ORDER VECTOR EQUATION 
Let use consider the problem (2.9)-(2.10) with m = I, i.e., 
x’(t) = f(t, x(t)>, t E [a, 61 (3-U 
g(x(a), x(b)) = 0. (3.2) 
We shall introduce in this section geometrical conditions upon f and g ensuring 
that assumptions (i) and (ii) of Corollary 2.1 will be satisfied. 
DEFINITION 3.1. If G* C[a,b] x Rn is open in the relative topology on 
[a, b] x Rn and bounded, we will call G* a bound set relative to (3.1 j oa [a, b] 
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if for any (t, , x0) E aG* with t, ~]a, 6[ there is a real function V: (t, X) ++ 
F’(t, X) = V(t, , ~a ; t, X) such that 
(i) VE Ci([a, b] x Rrz; R), 
(ii) G* C((t, x): l’(t, x) < 01, 
(iii) V(t, , X0) = 0, 
(iv) if grad V denotes the gradient of V at (t, , x,,) and ( , > the inner 
product in Rn+l, then 
<grad K Wj f(to , Lvo))) f 0. (3.3) 
The terminology and interest of Definition 3.1 follow from the result below. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let G* be a bound set relative to (3.1) on [a, b]. I f  x is a 
solution to (3.1) on [a, b] with (a, x(a)), (b, r(b)) E G*, then x q! aQ* wuhere 
Q* = {x E CO([u, b], R”): (t, x(t)) E G” for t E [a, b]}. 
Proof. Suppose x E aQ*. Then (t, x(t)) E e* for t E [a, b] and (to, x(Q) E iYG* 
for some to ~]a, b[. Let 
u(t) = qt, ) x(t,); t, x(t)), t E [a, b] 
where V is as in Definition 3.1. It follows from conditions (i) to (iii) that 
24 E Cl([a, b], R) and has a maximum at t, ; thus u’(t,J = 0 and by (iv) 
u’(t,) = (grad V, col(1, x’(Q)) 
= (grad Ii; col(l,f(t,, , X(&J))> # 0, 
a contradiction. 
DEFINITION 3.2. An open bounded set G C Rn will be called an autonornozcs 
bound set relutiwe to (3.1) on [a, b] if G* = [u, b] x G is a bound set and for 
each (to, q,) E aG*, V(t,, , x0 ; t, X) = V(X,, ; X) can be taken independent of to 
and t. 
We note that in this case condition (3.3) can be written 
<grad Vo), SO0 , x0)) # 0, (3.4) 
where the gradient and the inner product are taken in R”, and (3.4) is invariant 
with respect to multiplication of f  by any nonzero /\, which together with 
Proposition 3.1 implies the following. 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. Let G be an autonomous bound set reZatiz!e to (3.1). Ifs is 
a solution to 
x’ = hf(t, x), h E 10, I[ 
with x(a), x(b) E G, then x $ al2 where 
~2 = {x E Co{[a, b], Rn): x(t) E Gfor t E [a, b]>. 
We have now the following. 
THEOREM 3.1. SUppOSe 
(a) G is an autonomous botind set relative to (3.1); 
(b) if x is a solution to 
x’ = 4f(t7 x) (A E IO, 1u3 
g(x(a), x(b)) = 0, 
theiz x(a), x(b) $aG; 
Cc) ho, ao> + 0, a0 E aG; 
(4 d[g(., a), G, 01 f 0. 
Then (3.1)-(3.2) h as at least one soZution x with s(t) E (7 fey t E [a, b]. 
Proof. Take zvz = 1 and 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
l2 = {x E X: x(t) E G for 1 E [a, b]) 
in Corollary 2.1. By assumptions (a), (b), and Proposition 3.2, condition (i) of 
Corollary 2.1 is satisfied and (c)-(d) are conditions (ii) and (iii) of Corollary 2.1 
in the situation just considered. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Suppose that fat some 1 < k < n, g(x(a), x(b)) = 
col(gl(x(a)),..., gk(x(a)), gk,,(x(b)),..., &x(b))) and tkat there exist & > 0 
(i = 1, 2,..., n) such that 
fj(4 X(+Qj + 0, (3.7) 
&vmN ‘%5(X( --RJ) < 0, (3.8) 
P OY 
X(&l&) = (x1 )...) xi--l , &Ri , Xiii )...) It.& I xj I < Iij 9 
j = l,..., i - 1, i + I,..., n; i = i,..., n. 
Then the problem (3.1)-(3.2) has at least one solutioon N satisfying ( q(t)\ ,( Ri 
(i = l,..., n) for t E [a, b]. 
5%126/2-1 
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Proof. We define 
G = {x: ) xi j < R< , i = I,..., n). 
I f  x0 E aG, then for some 1 < i < n, 
X0 = X,(&R,) = (XI’,..*, xi-1 y  fRi p x~+I ye.., in”) 
with 1 xi0 / < Rj ifj f  i. Choose for definiteness the plus sign and define 
V(x; x0) = xi i- Ri . 
From (3.7) the requirements of Definition 3.2 are easily seen to be satisfied 
and G is a bound set. Suppose x is a solution to (3.5)-(3.6). I f  x(a) or x(b) E aG, 
(3.8) is contradicted. The same condition implies that g(uo ; ao) # 0 for a, E aG 
and by Miranda’s theorem [22, p. 1781 
d[g(., 9, G, 01 = fl, 
which achieves the proof. 
4. THE CASE OF A SECOND-ORDER VECTOR EQUATION 
V17e shall consider now the problem (2.9)-(2.10) with m = 2, i.e., 
x”(t) = f(t, x(t), x’(t)), t E [a, bl, (4.1) 
g(x(a), x(b), x’(a), x’(b)) = 0, (4.2) 
and introduce geometrical conditions under which a priori bounds hold for 
the possible solutions. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A set G1 E [a, b] x R” open in the relative topology on 
[LZ, b] x Rn and bounded will be called a curvature bound set relative to (4.1) 
on [a, b] if, for any (to, . o 1~ ) E aG, with to E ]a, 6[ there is a real function 
T/r: (t, x) -+ Vr(t, x) = V1(to , x0 ; t, x) such that 
(i) V, E Cz([a, b] x R”, R), 
(ii) G1 C ((t, x): V1(t, x) < 0}, 
(iii) V,(t, , x0) = 0, 
(iv) if H and grad V, , respectively, denote the gradient and the Hessian 
matrix of V, at (to , x0), 
(H(col(I, y)), ~41, y)) + <grad VI , COW, f(to , x0 , Y))> > 0 (4.3) 
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for all y  such that 
(grad VI , col( 1, y)) = 0. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let G, be a cumature bound set relative to (4.1) on Ia, 61. 
If  x is a solution to (4.1) on [a, b] with (a, x(a)), (b, x(b)) E G, , then s $ W, 
where 
I’, = (x E P([a, b], Rn): (t, x(t)) E Gl for t E [a, b]). 
Proof. Suppose x E W, . Then (t, x(t)) E Gr for t E [a, b] and (to , x(t,)) E aG, 
for some to E [a, b]. Since (a, x(a)), (b, x(b)) E G, , t, ~]a, b[. Let VI be the 
function associated with (to , x(Q) in Definition 4.1. We have, by (i), (ii), and 
(iii) that the function u defined by 
u(t) = vl(t, .v(t>), t E [a, b] 
is in (?([a, b], Ii) and attains an interior relative maximum at t, . Thus 
and 
u’(t,) = (grad VI , col(1, x’(t,)): = 0 
u”(Q = (H(col(1, x’(t,))), col(1, x’(Q)) + (grad I/, 9 col(0, x”(to)):? < 0. 
If  we let y  = s’(to) and note that 
q&J = .f(ql , .+J), -q,)) 
we have a contradiction to (4.3). 
DEFINITION 4.2. A set G,* C Rn will be called an autonomous cumature 
bound set if GI = [a, b] x G,* is a curvature bound set and, for each 
(to , x0) E aG, ) I/ (t 1 a, U 0 ; t, x) = V~;(X’~ ; x) can be taken independent of Q, % 
and t. 
We note that in this case condition (4.3) maq- be written more simply as 
WY, Y? + <grad rrl , At, x0 , YD > 0 (4.3’) 
for all t E [a, b] and ally such that 
(grad VI , y) = 0 
where the Hessian, gradient, and inner product are now taken in R”. 
We need the following Nagumo-type result, which is due to Schmitt [23]. 
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LEMMA 4.1. Suppose: 
(a) x(t) E el * jbr t E [a, b] zuhere Gl * is bounded; 
(b) j x”(t)1 < #(I x’(t)]) for t E [a, b] wJzere $: [0, cn[ ---r R is positive, 
continuous, nondecreasing, and such that 
Then there exists iV > 0 depending only on G,* alzd Z/ such that 
for t E [a, 61. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose: 
(a) G,* is a convex autonomous cumuture bound set relative to (4.1) con- 
t&zing 0 md such that for each IV,, E 8G 1*, the Hessian matrix H of V,(x, ; 3) is 
positive senzide$nite on R, . 
(b) Thee exists a ftinctiou # l&e iu (b) of Lemma 4.1 such tlzat 
If@7 x> Y>l d #I Y I) 
jor all t E [a, b], x E cl* and y  E R”. 
(c) If  x is a solution to 
xv = ?f(t, x, x’), A E]O, 1c, (4.4) 
&(a), x(b), x’(u), x’(b)) = 0 (4.5) 
zuith .$t) E cl * and / x’(t)/ ,( N for t E [a, b], with iV given in Lemma 4. I, then 
x(a), r(b) $ 3G1*. 
Cd) xf 
G = Go , al) E R” x R”: a, + (t - a) a, E G,*jor t E [a, b]}, (4.6) 
then 
aao 9 4 = Aa0 , a0 + (b - a) al , aI ,e) f 0 (4.7) 
for (u. , al) E aGl and 
dCg, el, 01 # 0. 
7’hen (4.1)-(4.2) has at Zeast one soZufion x such that x(t) E el* for t E [a, b]. 
Proof. Since W is positive semidefinite, 
WY, Y> 4 <grad vl , W, x0 , Y)> > 0 
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for all. t E [a, b], all y  such that <grad VI ) y> = 0 and all X E 10, l[, which 
implies that G,* is an autonomous curvature bound set relative to 
zc” = hf(t, x, d), hEI% 1[ 
on [n, b]. Let 
B = (x E 2-C: x(t) E G,“, / d(t)] < N + 1 for t E [u, 6]> 
where N is given by Lemma 4.1. Suppose that x is a solution of (4.4)-(4.5) 
such that x E 8sZ. Then necessarily x(t) E Gt* for t E [a, 6] and hence, by 
Lemma 4.1, j r’(t)/ < N for t E [a, b], which implies that x E Z, , a contra- 
diction to Proposition 4.1. Thus x $ &’ and assumption (i) of Corollary 2.31 
is satisfied. Using (d) we see that assumption (ii) of Corollary (2.1) is also 
verified. Now 
Q n kerL = {(S: t F+ a0 + (t - a> ar>: / al i < N + 1, 
a, + (t - u) a, E G,* for t E [a, b]j. 
AppIying Lemma 4.1 with x(t) = a, + (t - a) a, (hence / x”(t)\ = 0 < 
#(I r(t)l)), we conclude that 1 x’(t)1 = / a, j < iV < N + 1. Thus the condition 
/ a, j < N + 1 is redundant and hence 
f2 n ker L = {(t: t + a, -j- (t - Q) aI): a0 -j- (t - a) n, E 6,” for t E [a; &J;J3 
which implies using condition (d) that assumption (iii) of Corollary 2.1 holds 
and achieves the proof. 
I f  we take in Theorem 4.1 
where n(q,) is an outer normal to aG,* at q, , then by the properties of convex 
sets, conditions (i) to (iii) in Definition 4.2 are satisfied and (4.3’) reduces to 
the Bebernes-Schmitt condition [23] 
for all t E [a, b], x0 E aG,* and y  such that <y, a(~,)> = 0. Theorem 4.1 gives 
in this case an extension to the case of nonlinear boundary conditions of a 
result of Schmitt for the Picard problem [23]. 
Another application is the following extension to some classes of nonlinear 
boundary conditions of a result due to Hartman [12, 133. 
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COROLLARY 4.1. suppose 
(a) there exists R > 0 such that 
I Y I2 + (X, f(C x2 Y)) > 0 
for t E [a, b], 1 x j = R, and (x, y) = 0; 
(b) there exists a function I/I like in conditioion (b) of Lemma 4.1 such that 
If (t7 x, Y>l d #(I Y I> 
wken t E [a, b], / x 1 < R, andy E R”; 
(4 (COUY, q, dY, 6, Y, 4) > 0 
for/y/“+/SlagR2and(y/, Iz[ <NwhHeNisgivenbjLemma4.1 with 
G,*={xER”:I~I<R}. 
Then (4.1)-(4.2) has at ,Zeast one solution x such that I x(t)1 < R for t E [a, b]. 
Proof. It is easily shown that if we define 
and take 
G,” = {x: ( x 12 - R” < 0) 
vl(x, x0) = 1 x I2 - R2 
for each x,, E aG,*, then hypothesis (a) of Theorem 4.1 is satisfied. If  x is a 
solution to (4.4)-(4.5) with x(t) E G1* for all t E [a, b] and I x(a)1 = R or 
1 x(b)] = A, then by Lemma 4.1, j x’(t)1 < N in [a, b] and 
<col(x(a), x(b)), &(a), x(b), x’(a), x’(b))) = 0 
which contradicts assumption (c). Thus x(a), x(b) $ aG,* and hypothesis (c) 
of Theorem 4.1 is satisfied. If  we consider the mapping 
(a0 y al> ++g(ao , a0 + (b - a) al , aI , a,) 
for boy 1 a ) E aGi with Gi defined in (4.6) then either 1 a, + (b - a) a, 1 = R 
or 1 a, I = R. Thus by assumption (c), 
<col(ao , a0 + (b - 4 4, da0 , a0 + (6 - a> al , al ,4) > 0 
and hence using the Poincare-Bohl theorem [22, p. 1791 
d[g”, el, 0] = d[h, CI , 0] = 1 
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where 2 is defined in (4.7) and 
The proof is complete. 
5. THE CASE OF A SECOND-ORDER SCALAR EQUATION 
We shall now consider the scalar second-order case with more structure on 
boundary conditions. We shall also introduce and use an extension of the 
Nagumo condition which we shall state for the vector second-order equation 
(4.1). 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let Gr be a curvature bound set relative to (4.1). I f  
G C G, x l? C [a, b] x Rn x Rn is open in the relative topology on [a, b] x 
Rn x Rn and bounded, we will call G a Nagumo set relative to (4.1) on [a, b] if 
for any (to, x0, yO) E 8G with t, E ]a, b[ and (to , x,,) $ aG, , there exists a real 
function If: (t, X, y) H V(t, x, y) = V(to , x,, , y. ; t, x, y) satisfying the condi- 
tions of Definition 3.1 with respect to the first-order vector equation 
x’ = y, Y’ = f(f, x, y). 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let G be a Nagumo set relative to (4.1) orz [a, b]. I f  x is a 
solution to (4.1) on [a, b] with (a, x(a), s’(a)), (b, x(b), x’(b)} E G, then x $22 
where 
52 = {x E (?([a, b], R”): (t, x(t), x’(t)) E Gfor t E [a, b]j. 
Proof. Suppose x E: a52 and x is a solution to (4.1) on [a, b]. Then 
(t, x(t), x’(t)) E G for t E [a, b] and (to , x(t,), x’(Q) E aG for some t, E [a, b]. 
Since (a, x(a), x’(a)), (6, x(b), x’(b)) E G, t, E ]a, b[. We have (t, s(t)) e Gi for 
t E [a, 61; thus if (to, x(Q) E aG, , zc E a.F, with r, defined in Proposition 4.1, 
which contradicts this proposition. If  (to, x(Q) 6 aG, we may apply the argu- 
ment in the proof of Proposition 3.1 to obtain a contradiction and complete the 
proof. 
Consider now the problem (2.1)-(2.2) with HZ. - 2, n = 1 and particular 
nonlinear boundary conditions, explicitly 
xb = f(t, x, x’), (5.1) 
g&(a), x’(u)) = 0, 
g,W, x’(b)) = 0, 
(5.2’) 
where f: [a, b] x R x R + R and gi: A x R -+ R (z’ = I, 2) are continuous. 
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The following result, which will be useful later, also shows that Definition 5.1 
generalizes the concept of Nagumo condition [13]. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Suppose: 
(a) There exists R > 0 such that, fey t E [a, b], f(t, -R, 0) < 0, 
At, R 0) > 0. 
(b) g, and g, are nondecreasing in their second variable for each fixed value 
of the first variable. 
(c) g,(-R, 0) > 0, g,(R 0) < 0; g,(--R, 0) -c 0, g& 0) > 0. 
(d) There exists #: [0, co[ -+ R positive and of class Cl such that 
(5.3) 
for t E [a, b], j x ] < R, and ally. 
Then (5.1)-(5.2) has at least one solution x with 1 x(t)[ < R for alZ t E [a, b]. 
Proof. Consider 
xn = Af (t, .T, x’), hElO, 1L (5.4) 
g&(a), x’(a)> = 0, 




and for each (to , x,,) E aG, let 
VI@, x) = x” - R”. 
Conditions (i) to (iii) of Definition 4.1 are clearly satisfied and assumption (a) 
together with a very simple computation shows that condition (iv) of Defini- 
tion 4.1 also holds so that Gr is a curvature bound set relative to (5.4) on [a, b]. 
Now let h be the unique solution on r--R, R] of the Cauchy problem 
dh/dx = -#(h)/h, h(-R) = N, (5.4) 
where N > 0 is chosen sufficiently great so that h exists on [-R, R]. Let 
G = ((6 x, y) E [a, b] x R x R: 1 x / < R, -h(-x) < y  < h(x)). 
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Suppose (t, , x0 , ys) E 3G and (t, , x0) $ aG, . Then 1 x0 j < R and either 
y. = -h-x0) or y0 = h(xJ. In the first case define 
qt, .u, y) = y2 - h"( -x) 
and in the second case define 
qt, "Y, y) = y" - k"(xj. 
Simple computations together with assumption (d) show that G is a Nagumo 
set relative to (5.4) on [a, b]. Define now 
52 = (x E Cl([a, b], R”): (t, x(tj, x’(t)) E G for ail t E [a, b]] 
and let x be a solution to (5.4)-(5.5) on [a, b] such that x E LQ. Necessarily by 
Proposition 5.7? (a, X(U), x’(a)) or (b, x(6), x’(b)) E &‘. Suppose first that 
x’(a) = /z(x(a)) > 0 and / x(a)! < R and let 
o(t) = (x’(t))” - (h(x(t))j’. 
One has a(t) < 0 for t E [u, 61 and c(a) = 0 so that ~‘(a) < 0. But 
O'(U) = 2x'(u)[hf(a, x(n), x'(a)) + #(I x'(u)~)] > 0, 
a contradiction. Similarly if n’(n) = +---x(a)) > 0 and / x(a)! < R one gets 
a contradiction by using 
o(t) = (r’(t))’ - (/2(-x(t))!“. 
The same conclusion holds at b and hence if (a, x(a), .C(ujj or (b, x(B), x’(B)) E aG 
we must have j x(u)\ = R or 1 .v(b)l = R. Suppose for definiteness that x(u) = R. 
Then r’(u) < 0 and we have 
g&+4> x’(4) < g,(R 0) -c 0 
which contradicts (5.5). We conclude that x $ a&’ and hence assumption (ij 
of Corollary 2.1 holds. Now if 
then 
E(f) = a0 + (t - 4 a1 , 
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and 
0 = {(uo, al)6 R*: (t, a, + (t - a)~, , U~)E G for all t ~[a, b]} 
= {(a0 7 ul)~R~: I a,, I < R, I a, + (b - u)ul / < R, 
- A(--a0 - (t - a) a,) < al < h(u, + (t - d) ur) for all t E [a, b]}. 
Since x(t) = a, + (t - u) a, satisfies 1 x(t)] < R and 1 x”(t)] = 0 < #(I x’(t)& 
I x’(f)l = I al I G IN Wl)l and 
fi = {(a0 , al)~R? j a, j < R, I a0 + (b - u)ul I < R}. 
The set L? is the open parallelogram in (a0 , a,)-space bounded by the line 
segments 
(i) a, + (b - a) a, = R, -R < a, < R, 
(ii) a, + (b - a)~, = -R, -R <a, <R, 
(iii) a, = R, -2(b - a)-lR < a, < 0, 
(iv) a, = -R, 0 <a, < 2(b - u)-l R. 
On (i) we have 
g&o + (b - 4 a, 7 4 = g,(R 4 t gz(R 0) > 0 
since 
Similarly, we have 
a, = (R - a,)@ - a) > 0. 
g*(ao + (b - 4 a1 ,a,> < 0 on (ii), 
g&o 3 4 < 0 on (iii), 
&o r 4 > 0 on (iv). 
Thus, if g”(uo ,uJ = col(gl(ao , 4 g2(ao + (b - 4 aI ,4, 
g(ao > 4 f  0 on a0 
and assumption (ii) of Corollary 2.1 holds. Moreover, using the above results 
it is easy to check that for each h E [0, l] and each (a0 , a,) E aa, 
h col(--a, , %I + (b - 4 4 + (1 - A) g”(ao ,a,> f  0 
and hence 
d[gW, O] = -1. 
Thus assumption (iii) of Corollary 2.1 holds and the proof is complete. 
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Remark. By the classical approximation process [13] it is possible to replace 
in conditions (a) and (c) of Proposition 5.2 strict inequalities by nonstrict ones. 
Also, the Cl assumption upon #J can be weakened to a continuity assumption 
by defining Ir to be according to the case the minimal or the maximal solution 
We give now a new proof of a result due to Erbe [8], 
THEOREM 5. I. Suppose: 
(a) There ea%t 01, j3 E Cz([a, b], R) such that a(t) </3(t), 01” >f(t, a(t), ~‘(tji, 
13” < f(t, B(t), B”(t)) for t E [a, @. 
(b) 2,(x, -) is nondecreasing for each x and 
(c) g,(x, *) is nondecreasing for each x and 
(d) There exists # like in condition (d) of Proposit&n 5.2 such that 
for t E [a, b], y  E R and 
I 3 I G max&y, I BW gpy, I WI1 = 4,. 
Then (5.1~(5.2) has at least one solution x mch that a(t) < x(t) < ,8(t) fur 
all t E [a, b]. 
Proof. Let N be chosen so that the unique solution to 
dh/dx = -+(h)/h, h(-RJ = N 
is defined and positive on [-R, , RO] and so that 
N > --+yay, I 4t)L gg, I B’WII- 
Define f  *(t, x, y) to be 
f  (t, x> N) if y>N, 
f(t7 x> Y) if Iyl <N 
f  (4 x, -NJ if y<-N, 
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and gi*(x, y) to be 
&(X? N) if y>N, 
g&5 Y) if IYI <N 
gdx, -AT) if y  < -N (i = 1,2). 
Now define F(t, x, y) to be 
if x > /3(t), 
if a(t) < x d P(t), 
if x < a(t), 
&“Wi), Y) + (-1Y (x - /vi>) if x > /I(&), 
&*(x, Y> if a(tJ ,( x < p(tJ, 
gi*(&), y) + (-ly (.x - a(&)) if x < at(Q) (i = 1, 2), 
where t, = a and t, = b. We then check easily that for R > 0 sufficiently 
large, the problem 
X” = qt, x, x’), 
GM4 44) = 0, (5.8) 
G&(a), 4% = 0, 
satisfies the conditions of Proposition 5.2 so that (5.8) has a solution x,-, such 
that 
-R < x,,(t) < R 
for all t E [a, b]. 
We now show that 
4) G x0(t) d B(t) 
for all t E [a, b]. Suppose for definiteness that 
tgg$%(t> - P(t)) - %W - B(to) > 0. 
If  to = a, then 
xol(4 < B’(a), Q4 > B(a) 
and 
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which contradicts (5.8). Similarly, t, # b. If  t, E ]a, b[ then s’(t,J = 1(3’(t,) and 
P”&J 3 r&) = F(to , x&t,), x’(Q) 
= f”kl 3 PkJ, P’(to)> + M44 - I?%>) > .f”(fo > P(4Jh iS’(43N 
= f(to ) P(h), B’ftd 
which contradicts assumption (a). Thus s,(t) < /3(t), t E [a, b]? and by similar 
arguments, x0(t) > a(t) for t E [a? 61. Thus x0 is a solution to 
x” = f  “(t, x, x’), 
g1*(%(4, %w) = 0, 
g,“(x,(b), x,‘(b)) = 0. 
But now 
If% % Y>l G VT Y 0 
for t E [a, b], y  E R, j x0 / < R, where 
p(o) = i)(cT) if G E [O, A? and #(N) if g > ~1~. 
By earlier arguments 
j .q’(t)l < iv 
and thus x0 is a solution to (5.1)-(5.2) which achieves the proof. 
Remark. Strict inequalities can also be replaced by nonstrict ones in assump- 
tions (a) to (c) by using a classical approximation process. 
We shall end this section by exhibiting an example which corresponds to 
a Brouwer degree equal to two in absolute value in condition (iii) of Corollary 2.1. 
Theorem 5.1 cannot be applied to this example since the hypotheses of Theo- 
rem 5.1 imply that the Brouwer degree has absolute value 1. and no reformulation 
of the problem can alter the absolute value of the Brouwer degree (see [17]). 
THEOREM 5.2. Let f:  [0, l] x R x R -* R be conti~zzlous nd such that for 
all t E [0, lj, N E A, y  E R, 
i.f(t, %Y)l < M 
for some M > 0. Then fey each c, d E R the problem 
(5.9i ‘ 
x”(t) = f(t, x(t), x’(t)), t E to, 11, 
S(O) - (x’(O))2 = c, 
2X’(l)[X(l) - x’(l)] = d, 
lzas at least one solution. 
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Proof. To apply Corollary 2.1 let us introduce the auxiliary problem 
X” = ;If(t, x, a“), x E]O, I[, (5.10) 
x2(O) - (x’(O))2 - c = 0, 
2x’(l)[.?c( 1) - x’(l)] - d = 0, 
(5.11) 
and let x be a possible solution to (5.10)-(5.11). Then, by (5.9) one has for 
each t E [0, I], 
and we can write the boundary conditions (5.11) as 
x2(0) - (x’(o)y = c, 
2x’(O) x(O) + 2x’(O) [L1 ls X”(T) d7 ds - l1 x”(s) ds] 
+ 240) IO1 x”(s) ds 
+ 2 [s’ x”(s) ds] [[ so’ X”(T) dr ds - & x”(s) ds] = d. (5.13) 
0 
Writing 
x = x(0) + ix’(O) 
and using (5.10) and (5.9) we easily obtain from (5.13) that 
I z I2 < Kl I z I + Kz + (c” + d2F2 
where Kl > 0 and K, > 0 only depend upon M. Hence 
1 x 1 = [x2(O) + (~‘(0))~~‘” ,( K 3 
where K3 only depends upon AT, c, 6. Thus, using (5.12) we get 
I Ml < 4 
for all t E [O, l] and hence, for all t E [0, 11, 
I x’(t)1 d I 4O)l + M < R, 
where R, and R, depend only upon M, c, d. Thus, if R > R, + R, , 
II x/II < R 
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and assumption (i) of Corollary 2.1 holds with 
Q = {X E Cl([U, b], R): jj X Ill < Rj. 
Now, using the notations of Corollary 2.1, 
&a0 ) Ul) = col(a,2 - a,” - c, 2ff,a, - d) 
which implies that if R > 0 is sufficiently great, 
g”@o t 4 f  0 on 13I3 
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and 
d[g,Qo] = 2 
where 
bssumptions (ii) and (iii) of Corollary 2.1 are thus satisfied and the proof is 
complete. 
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